Kiri Maponya
Westchester’s Premier

Divorce Coach

What Exactly is Divorce Coaching?
Divorce Coaching, as defined by The American Bar Association and the International Coaching Federation, is
“a goal-oriented process that supports, motivates, and guides people going through divorce to help them make
the best possible decisions for their future. A coach partners with them in a thought-provoking process that inspires people to maximize their full potential.”

What Does Certified Divorce Coach Kiri Do?
In line with the definition of Divorce Coaching, Divorce Coach Kiri helps people contemplating or in the heat
of a divorce navigate emotional divorce and custody issues.

How Does Certified Divorce Coach Kiri help your clients?
Your clients are overwhelmed with the process, especially if custody is at stake. And yet, from this profound
state of emotional and psychological distress we expect our clients to come to a reasonable, realistic, and civil
dissolution of their marriage … a dissolution of their lives.
Pulling from her accreditations and personal experiences, Divorce Coach Kiri understands what your clients are
going through and holds their hands as she carefully walks them through the process. Addressing their whirlwind of concerns and providing clarity, she then helps them work out realistic options leading to positive solutions.
Basically, working with Divorce Coach like Kiri results in a more credible client … easier to work with …
emotions in check … ready to handle the business of divorce … making your job a whole lot easier! Specifically:
✓
✓
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They have more reasonable expectations;
They communicate better. They ask relevant questions, listen better, and are less volatile and more
flexible; and
They’re organized for the business of divorce and respond in a prompt manner to deadlines.

Does Divorce Coach Kiri only help our clients before and during the divorce process?
Of course not! A judge signing a judgment of divorce may finalize the divorce but to your clients it is only
the beginning as they struggle to navigate transitions in their lives. Post divorce issues will arise and Divorce Coach Kiri helps customize peaceful solutions, reminding parents of the best interests of the child.

Does Coach Kiri help with any other type of transition other than divorce?
Absolutely, divorce is but one form of transition. The fundamental phases of transition (and how to navigate them) are basically the same regardless of where the change may be happening……professional, new
business, illness, job etc.
Having faced additional life changing transitions such as …….. emigrating and learning to thrive in a foreign country (USA) on her own, to recently walking away from a 6-figure Pharmacist job to pursue her
Divorce Coaching career, she has gained valuable insight and know-how around navigating pressing
changes life throws our way.
Coach Kiri understands what the process of transition is like. Just like with her divorce clients, she is able
to guide others through the transition process, addressing their whirlwind of concerns and providing clarity and realistic options that lead to desirable outcomes.
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Sounds fascinating. How can I start helping my clients today?

If I can be a resource for you … If I can support your clients emotionally and help you to

serve your clients better, let’s schedule a time to chat.
Better yet, I offer free consultations to help clients explore how to move from overwhelm to
resolution and peace of mind.

Let's mold healthy and empowering
Transitions together!
Contact me at 914-318-4687 or
kiri.maponya@gmail.com

Meet Divorce Coach Kiri
Kiri Maponya, Westchester New York’s premier Divorce Coach, has a mission to change the way we settle divorce and custody disputes. She wants to take the chaos, madness, and overwhelm out of the divorce process and bring back sanity, collaboration and civility. Specifically, she wants to eliminate the
unnecessary pain, hurt, and suffering that’s at the heart of most divorce and custody battles.

Kiri is a transformational speaker who shares the profound
lessons and breakthroughs she’s garnered from her own contentious and painful divorce experience .
In addition to being a Divorce coach, she also has gained a
clear understanding of the Transition process, after having
gone through additional life changing transitions of her own.
For example, from emigrating and learning to thrive in a foreign country (USA) on her own, to recently walking away
from a 6-figure Pharmacist job to pursue her Divorce Coaching career, she has gained valuable insight and know-how
around navigating pressing changes life throws our way.
Just like with her divorce clients, she is able to guide others
going through other life changing transitions, addressing
their whirlwind of concerns and providing clarity. She then
helps them work out realistic options leading to desirable outcomes.

She empowers her clients to gain the clarity they need to come to a fair and reasonable resolution, so that they
can have peace of mind, security, and, ultimately, the freedom to move on and rebuild their lives.
Kiri is a certified Divorce Coach. She’s also trained in EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique), Ho’oponopono and
Reiki.

She also holds a Masters Degree In Pharmaceutical Sciences from Florida A&M University, as well as
Bachelors in Pharmacy from University of Limpopo-South Africa

